INTRODUCTION
============

Transcription initiation depends on interactions between general transcription factors (TFs) and RNA polymerase with promoter sequences and nucleosomes near the transcription start site (TSS) ([@gkt1366-B1]), while posttranscriptional regulation typically depends on sequences in 5′- and 3′-untranslated regions (UTRs) of mRNAs ([@gkt1366-B2]). Understanding the overall relationships between these aspects of gene regulation requires knowledge of TSS and transcript ends, or polyadenylation sites (PAS), of mRNAs genome-wide at single-nucleotide resolution. Although genes often have multiple TSS and PAS, identifying the most prominent transcript ends is useful for revealing their relationships to *cis* elements like TATA boxes, polyadenylation control sequences and other features like positioned nucleosomes. Definitive annotation of transcript ends is also critical for accurate mapping of reads generated by next-generation sequencing (NGS) to reference transcriptomes. High-resolution tiling microarrays and NGS methods are increasingly used for transcript analysis, but even for a well-studied model organism like *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, currently available and commonly used transcript annotations remain inaccurate and potentially obscure relationships between the aforementioned aspects of gene regulation.

*Saccharomyces cerevisiae* has many qualities that make it an ideal model organism for studying gene expression and chromatin architecture, including a relatively small number of genes and a compact genome. The first high-throughput TSS identification in yeast was based on Sanger sequencing of 5′-end tags from cDNAs, and mapped 2231 TSS with single-nucleotide resolution ([@gkt1366-B3]). A subsequent study used a 'vector-capping' approach with Sanger sequencing to identify TSS, but coverage was limited to only ∼60% of all genes ([@gkt1366-B4]). More importantly, although the Sanger sequencing provided single-nucleotide resolution, the number of sequence tags counting towards a given TSS was low. This inherently low sampling of ends with Sanger sequencing makes it difficult to assign one prominent TSS for a gene with high confidence, especially for genes with low transcript levels.

Subsequent approaches used tiling oligonucleotide microarrays to study the yeast transcriptome at high resolution and defined TSS of mRNAs and non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) ([@gkt1366-B5],[@gkt1366-B6]). However, in these studies, which are the highest resolution microarray analyses of transcripts carried out to date in any organism, the resolution was limited to 8 nucleotides (nt), the distance between adjacent probes interrogating transcripts from each strand of genomic DNA. This 8-nt resolution is apparent for both TSS and PAS, in a comparison of independently published datasets using the same microarray platform ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). Although these TSS and PAS have been used in many recent landmark analyses of TF and nucleosome localization datasets ([@gkt1366-B7],[@gkt1366-B8]), the 8-nt resolution remains a limitation. RNA-seq can potentially identify TSS and PAS at single-nucleotide resolution ([@gkt1366-B9]). However, RNA-seq signals are complex and do not necessarily show an easily identifiable boundary corresponding to transcript ends. In addition, this strategy will tend to identify the most distal 5′- or 3′-ends, which may not be the site most frequently used *in vivo*.

In order to overcome these limitations, refinements of NGS-based methods have been developed to map TSS and PAS. One approach involves the use of tobacco acid pyrophosphatase (TAP) to remove the 5′ cap and allow ligation of a sequencing adapter specifically to the 5′-end of the RNA ([@gkt1366-B10]). To map PAS, methods based on oligo(dT) priming or poly(A) capture have been used ([@gkt1366-B13]). Existing methods work well to map TSS or PAS but only identify one end of transcripts. The recently introduced TIF-seq method can be utilized to simultaneously map TSS and PAS ([@gkt1366-B20]), but this study focused on the diversity of transcript isoforms in yeast and did not define canonical TSS and PAS. Thus, none of these methods has been employed to identify a definitive set of TSS and PAS in yeast, which has the most extensive complementary data on the location of the general transcription machinery ([@gkt1366-B7],[@gkt1366-B21]) and nucleosome positions ([@gkt1366-B8]).

Here, we describe SMORE-seq (simultaneous mapping of RNA ends with sequencing), a method for identifying both mRNA TSS and PAS from a common set of experimental data with single-nucleotide resolution. We demonstrate that SMORE-seq maps TSS and PAS more accurately and efficiently than existing methods. The improved annotations of transcript ends revealed a significant fraction of likely mis-annotated protein-coding sequences in the genome, and showed sharper relationships between *cis*-regulatory elements, chromatin features and transcript ends. SMORE-seq also revealed pervasive bidirectional transcription from most promoters, and our analysis suggests that the TATA element serves to constrain the direction of transcription initiation by RNA polymerase.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Yeast growth and RNA preparation
--------------------------------

The *S. cerevisiae* strain used in this study was BY4741, and cells were grown in yeast extract-peptone-dextrose (YPD, Difco) at 30°C to an A600 OD of 0.8. We harvested the cells by centrifugation at 3000 rcf for 5 min, and the cell pellets were frozen in liquid nitrogen after discarding supernatant. Total RNA was extracted with a standard hot phenol method ([@gkt1366-B22]).

Construction of SMORE-seq libraries
-----------------------------------

Poly(A)+ RNA was purified from yeast total RNA using the MicroPoly(A) Purist kit from Life Technologies. 500 ng poly(A) RNA was mixed with 5 units (1 μl) TAP (Epicentre) and 2.5 µl 10 x TAP buffer in a 25 -μl total volume. A parallel reaction without TAP enzyme was also performed. TAP reactions were carried out at 37°C for 1 h, followed by heat inactivation at 65°C for 5 min. RNA was purified with the RNEasy MinElute kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 26 μl of water. 23.5 μl of this RNA was combined with 1 μl of a 1/2 dilution of 5′ SR Adaptor, 3 μl 10 x Ligation Reaction Buffer and 2.5 ul 5′ Ligase Enzyme Mix (for descriptions of these components see NEBNext Small RNA Library Prep Set for Illumina). This reaction was incubated one hour at 25°C, followed by purification with Agencourt AmPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) following manufacturer's instructions at a 1.5× concentration and elution in 18 μl water. This RNA was then fragmented for 4 min at 94°C using NEB fragmentation reagent, followed by cleanup with AmPure XP (1.8×) and elution in 10 μl of water. This RNA was then ligated to a 3′-sequencing adapter as described in the manufacturer's protocol (NEBNext Small RNA Library Prep Set for Illumina), followed by reverse transcription and 10 cycles of PCR according to manufacturer's instructions. PCR products of ∼250 bp were selected by E-gel (Invitrogen) and subjected to another eight cycles of PCR. The resulting libraries were verified on an Agilent Bioanalyzer and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 with single-end or paired-end 100 base reads.

Analysis of sequencing reads
----------------------------

Alignment of sequencing reads was performed with bwa (version 0.6.2) using default options for paired end or single end libraries, as appropriate ([@gkt1366-B23]). The reference genome was sacCer3 (April 2011) from UCSC, derived from the Saccharomyces Genome Database. The 100-bp read sequences were trimmed to 50 bp before alignment. Aligned R1 (5′ reads) were extracted from the resulting BAM files using samtools (version 0.1.18) ([@gkt1366-B24]) and merged for the three TAP+ and TAP-- replicates, respectively. Reads that mapped to snRNA and rRNA were removed. Plus (Watson) and minus (Crick) strand aligned reads were then extracted and processed separately for TSS calling.

TSS calling algorithm
---------------------

According to previous studies that mapped TSS in yeast, the estimated median 5′-UTR length is 50--60 bp, and ∼90% of 5′-UTRs are \<300 bp ([@gkt1366-B3],[@gkt1366-B5],[@gkt1366-B9],[@gkt1366-B25]). For each verified and uncharacterized gene, we searched for TSS within a window ranging from 300-bp upstream of the annotated ORF to the midpoint of the ORF downstream from its annotated start codon. In order to correct TAP+ by TAP--, Gaussian-kernel-density estimation was utilized for peak calling, and a bandwidth of 5 and a read threshold of 2 were applied. When TAP+ peaks were present within ±50 bp of TAP-- peaks, the peaks were corrected. Then, the base position with the highest read stack within the highest corrected peak was called as the TSS. Manual curation was mainly aimed at calling TSS for the genes with a 5′-UTR \>300 bp. In addition to recovering TSS with long 5′-UTRs, potential TSS that showed the following examples were dropped during manual curation: evenly distributed peaks with a low number of reads, TSS adjacent to tRNA, snRNA or rRNA, TSS overlapping with a neighboring gene, and TSS in close proximity to a neighboring gene.

TATA element data processing
----------------------------

The ChIP-exo technique previously identified the TATA box as well as TATA-like elements at 'TATA-less' promoters ([@gkt1366-B7]). In this study, a canonical TATA represents a TATA-box with no mismatches, and TATA-elements include canonical TATA with 0,1 or 2 mismatches. TATA element data for sacCer3 were downloaded from the SGD Genome Browser (<http://browse.yeastgenome.org/fgb2/gbrowse/scgenome/>).

High resolution tiling array data processing
--------------------------------------------

Although these data are available in SGD, the data were downloaded from the journals where the papers were originally published because the authors assigned gene names but SGD provided only segment information ([@gkt1366-B5],[@gkt1366-B6],[@gkt1366-B26]). The data were lifted over into sacCer3 from the genome version the authors originally used.

RNAPII Ser 5-P and nucleosome localization
------------------------------------------

Of wild-type (WT) cells, 150 ml were grown in YPD, and harvested at 0.8 A600 OD for each sample. Cells were cross-linked with formaldehyde to a final concentration of 1% for 15 min, then quenched with glycine to a final concentration of 125 mM. For ChIP, cells were resuspended in 2 ml of lysis buffer, and were lysed by glass bead beating for 9 min. Chromatin was sheared with a probe-sonicator to 150--200-bp fragments. After pre-clearing with protein A-agarose beads (Roche), the fragmented chromatin was incubated with 8 μg of RNAPII Ser 5-P specific antibody (Abcam, cat.\# ab5131) overnight, then further incubated with 100 μl protein A beads. Serial washing was performed, and finally DNA was reverse-crosslinked at 65°C overnight, then collected by ethanol precipitation. For mononucleosome isolation, we followed the protocol described in ([@gkt1366-B27]). Briefly, cells were resuspended 20 ml of zymolyase buffer, and spheroplasts were made with 250 μg of zymolyase. The spheroplasts were spun down and resuspended in 2 ml NP buffer. Then, micrococcal nuclease (MNase) was added at a concentration from 40 U-100 U for 10 min at 37°C. Digested chromatin was reverse-crosslinked with Proteinase K in 1% SDS and 10 mM EDTA solution at 65°C overnight. After RNase A treatment, DNA was purified by phenol chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation. Finally, DNA fragments of ∼147 bp were size-selected with an E-gel system (Invitrogen). Sequencing libraries for both ChIP and mono-nucleosomes were prepared using NEB Library Prep Kit and Bioo multiplex adapter for Illumina, and then sequenced by paired-end sequencing. In order to profile occupancy, coordinates of mapped reads were shifted toward the center of the insert DNA by a distance equal to half of the insert size, then reads were counted in bins of 5 bp.

Conservation and ribosome footprinting analysis
-----------------------------------------------

WIG files of conservation scores were downloaded from the UCSC Genome browser (<http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/sacCer3/phastCons7way/>). Using a customized python script, we extracted base-by-base conservation scores near annotated start codons of all genes and internal TSS genes.

Raw sequencing data of ribosome footprinting in rich media were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus ([www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/](www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)) (accession number GSE13750) ([@gkt1366-B28]). Only the first 21 nt were mapped onto sacCer3 with bwa using default options, and for any given gene, only reads that mapped to the sense strand were considered.

PAS analysis
------------

The sequenced read fastq files from both TAP+ and TAP-- (three replicates each) were first processed to remove 3′ adapter sequences with cutadapt version 1.2.1 ([@gkt1366-B29]). Each resulting sequence set was filtered, retaining only the R1 sequences with at least 35 bases followed by a stretch of at least 8 A bases within 5 bp of the adapter-trimmed 3′-end. For each resulting poly(A) selected sequence set, a corresponding trimmed version was created such that only bases 5′ of the poly(A) stretch were retained. The poly(A) selected full length and poly(A) selected trimmed fastq files were then single-end aligned to sacCer3 with bwa as described above ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)).

PAS data in sacCer3 were downloaded from the SGD Genome Browser ([@gkt1366-B14]). Since Ozsolak et al. ([@gkt1366-B14]) provided the genomic coordinates of the read clusters and the scores of the clusters as the read counts that support the highest peak, we processed the data to call one poly(A) site per gene. In order to process the data in the same way as the SMORE-seq, we assigned the clusters into ranges from annotated stop codons to 300-bp downstream. Among the clusters per gene, the position that had the highest read count was defined as the poly(A) site for the gene.

RESULTS
=======

SMORE-seq identifies 5′ cap sites of mRNAs with single-nucleotide resolution
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We constructed SMORE-seq libraries according to the flowchart shown in [Figure 1](#gkt1366-F1){ref-type="fig"}A. Two technical replicate libraries and one biological replicate library were prepared, with a control library that was not treated with the TAP enzyme prepared in parallel for each sample. In total, we produced 12 652 059 and 11 161 171 single-end, 100-base reads for the TAP+ and TAP-- samples, respectively, after filtering reads mapping to snRNA and rRNA regions. In the TAP+ libraries, 7 622 443 (60.2%) reads were mapped within 300-bp region upstream of ORF start codons, whereas only 890 128 (8.0%) reads were mapped to those regions in the TAP-- libraries. Most reads mapped to or near genes in both TAP+ and TAP--, and the strongest read signals were observed just upstream of annotated start codons in TAP+, whereas relatively few reads in TAP-- mapped to these locations ([Figure 1](#gkt1366-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). This difference in the read pattern in the TAP+ and TAP-- libraries suggests that our TAP+ library was selective for the TSS. Figure 1.(**A**) Overview of the SMORE-seq method. TAP enzyme is used to convert mRNA 5′ caps into phosphates, followed by 5′ adapter ligation, fragmentation, 3′ adapter ligation, RT-PCR, size selection and additional PCR. (**B**) Heat map representation of SMORE-seq read data. Genes are sorted by ORF length. The arrow represents the positions of start codons in SGD annotation, and genes are aligned by the start codon. Color scale is read count per 10 bp. (**C**) Comparison of SMORE-seq to standard RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data, visualized in the UCSC Genome Browser mirror. TAP+ has similar background signal as TAP--, including appreciable signal at the 3′-end, indicating that correction by TAP-- is necessary for TSS identification. The peak shape of TF-binding sites in ChIP-seq is different from that of TSS peaks in TAP+.

To identify candidate TSS, we employed a modified version of our peak-finding algorithm based on Gaussian-kernel-density estimation, followed by correction of the TAP+ data by the TAP-- control. Although TAP+ reads were highly enriched in 5′-UTRs, there was appreciable background signal within ORFs and 3′-UTRs, necessitating its correction by TAP-- in order to reduce false positives. We adapted the parameters of our peak finding algorithm to exploit the characteristics of the SMORE-seq data, which was distinct from standard RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data in terms of its strand-specificity, localization relative to ORFs and sharpness ([Figure 1](#gkt1366-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). This procedure resulted in the identification of 138 352 candidate TSS that were defined by two or more reads. To identify the most prominent TSS for a gene, we assigned the corrected peaks at 5′-ends to genes, then determined the position of the most abundant read stack within the most significant peak for each gene. By doing so, we obtained the most frequently used TSS for a gene rather than the most upstream TSS identified in previous studies ([@gkt1366-B5],[@gkt1366-B6]). We applied this procedure independently to the three replicates, and ascertained that the identification of TSS with single-base resolution was highly reproducible across replicates ([Supplementary Figure S2A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)).

The major cause of non-identical TSS calls between replicates was low read coverage in genes with low expression ([Supplementary Figure S2B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)); therefore to increase coverage, we combined all replicates, then identified TSS again as described above using the combined datasets. These computationally defined TSS were further manually curated by visual inspection of the raw-read data in our UCSC genome browser mirror. For a small fraction of cases (289/5207 or 5.6%), our computational procedure had missed the TSS that was evident by visual inspection of the data; these were therefore manually corrected ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). This rate of manual correction is significantly lower than in previous studies ([@gkt1366-B6]), and could potentially be reduced further by incorporating steps in our algorithms tailored to address the main reasons for erroneous assignment that we observed during curation. Based on our TSS annotations, we determined that the median and mean 5′-UTR lengths in yeast are 52 and 84 nt, respectively (*n* = 5203, [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). Thus, SMORE-seq provides a systematic framework to reproducibly identify TSS with single-nucleotide resolution in a largely automated manner. These and all subsequent analyses in this study are based on the primary TSS that we identified for each gene. However, we also used our data to determine the extent of utilization of additional TSS for a given gene. As expected, secondary TSS tend to be used less than the primary TSS, but their distribution of relative utilization varied over a broad range, indicating that for some genes, the secondary TSS are used at rates comparable to the primary one ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)).

SMORE-seq TSS show sharper relationships with other transcriptional features
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Currently, the most complete and widely utilized yeast TSS annotations are based on the study of Xu *et al.* ([@gkt1366-B6],[@gkt1366-B30]), because the data are strand specific, manually curated, replicated several times, generated under various perturbation conditions and cover almost all genes. We therefore assessed the accuracy of the TSS from SMORE-seq (S-TSS) by comparison to the TSS from Xu *et al.* (X-TSS). The S-TSS and X-TSS were generally in agreement, with 80% of the S-TSS located within 40 bp of the X-TSS ([Figure 2](#gkt1366-F2){ref-type="fig"}A, B and C). Globally, 5′-UTRs from S-TSS were shorter than X-TSS by a median of 11 nt. Our algorithm was designed to pick the nucleotide position with the strongest read signal as the TSS whereas Xu *et al.* picked the upstream coordinate of the 8-nt tile containing the most upstream signal for a given gene as its TSS. Because of this systematic difference, the finding that our S-TSS were closer to the start codon with a median difference of 11 nt is likely due to the improved accuracy of our TSS calls. However, to independently verify the accuracy of S-TSS, we evaluated both sets of TSS calls with regard to TATA element positions, consensus sequences at TSS, nucleosome positions near the TSS and localization of active RNAPII phosphorylated at Serine 5. Figure 2.(**A--C**) Comparison of SMORE-seq TSS coordinates (S-TSS) with the commonly referenced TSS coordinates reported by Xu *et al.* (X-TSS) ([@gkt1366-B6]) by histogram (A), cumulative distribution (B) and box plot (C), demonstrating that S-TSS and X-TSS are in high agreement. Overall, 5′-UTRs of S-TSS are shorter (S-TSS are more downstream). (**D** and **E**) Distance between TATA-like elements in TATA-less genes (*n* = 4065) ([@gkt1366-B7]) and S-TSS or X-TSS. S-TSS shows a narrower distribution with a larger average distance.

Interaction between TATA-boxes or TATA-like elements in promoters and general TFs serves to recruit RNAPII and initiate transcription some distance away ([@gkt1366-B33]). Distances between the TSS and canonical TATA boxes are believed to be distributed in a narrow range of 45--125 bp for most yeast genes ([@gkt1366-B3],[@gkt1366-B34]). Compared to X-TSS, S-TSS showed a narrower distance distribution from canonical TATA boxes (*n* = 716) ([Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). A similar pattern was also observed for the distance between TATA-like elements and the TSS in TATA-less genes (*n* = 4065) ([Figures 2](#gkt1366-F2){ref-type="fig"}D and E). Together, these results suggest that initiation of transcription within a narrow distance window from TATA elements generates the sharper distribution of distances between TATA elements and S-TSS, supporting the higher accuracy of SMORE-seq. A consensus sequence of PyA has previously been identified at TSS in yeast ([@gkt1366-B3],[@gkt1366-B34]). This sequence was readily identifiable in TSS identified by SMORE-seq, but could not be identified using X-TSS coordinates or a typical RNA-seq data set ([Figure 3](#gkt1366-F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Figure 3.(**A**) Consensus sequence around TSS identified by SMORE-seq, Xu *et al.*, and RNA-seq data ([@gkt1366-B6],[@gkt1366-B9]), visualized by WebLogo ([@gkt1366-B35]). The consensus motif identified in S-TSS matches what has been previously described ([@gkt1366-B3]). (**B**) Nucleosome occupancy profiles relative to the TSS in each of four groups of 1000 yeast genes, arranged by the distance between S-TSS and X-TSS in descending order. Nucleosome positions relative to X-TSS (blue line) differ between the groups whereas their positions relative to S-TSS (red line) are constant. Nucleosomes also show the expected periodicity in group 1 (top) relative to S-TSS but not X-TSS. (**C**) Localization of RNAPII Ser 5-P in the same groups as in (B).

A core promoter in yeast is situated within a nucleosome-depleted region (NDR) and is followed by a well-aligned array of nucleosomes starting from the TSS ([@gkt1366-B36]). This property of nucleosome organization allowed us to test the accuracy of TSS calls by examining their relationship to nucleosome profiles. We generated nucleosome occupancy maps using MNase-seq and plotted their profiles for each of four groups of 1000 genes formed in descending order of absolute difference between S-TSS and X-TSS coordinates. Interestingly, the centers of the nucleosomes relative to the TSS did not change between these gene groups when using S-TSS coordinates. In contrast, when using X-TSS coordinates, nucleosomes appeared to be shifted downstream with decreasing rank of the gene groups. Because the rank of the groups had no prior relationship to nucleosome positions, the S-TSS coordinates, which yielded a similar nucleosome occupancy pattern across all four groups are likely to be more accurate. Moreover, the nucleosome profile in group 1 was flatter and poorly defined relative to X-TSS, whereas the S-TSS coordinates showed a more characteristic NDR and nucleosome periodicity. Thus, the inaccuracy of X-TSS leads to lower definition and offset of nucleosome occupancy profiles for a subset of genes.

Phosphorylation of RNAPII at Serine 5 (Ser 5-P) is a marker of transcription initiation and early elongation ([@gkt1366-B37]). RNAPII Ser 5-P occupancy is therefore expected to start at the TSS and increase toward mid-ORF. We used ChIP-seq to measure the localization of RNAPII Ser 5-P relative to S-TSS and X-TSS, in the same four groups of genes as for the nucleosome analysis above. RNAPII Ser 5-P occupancy increased from the TSS to 200-bp downstream in all four groups, but as with the nucleosome profiles, its pattern of occupancy relative to S-TSS was more invariant than the occupancy relative to X-TSS ([Figure 3](#gkt1366-F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus, S-TSS shows a more consistent relationship with a genome-wide mark of transcription initiation. Taken together, these analyses show that the genome-wide TSS identified by SMORE-seq are not merely more downstream than TSS identified by other global methods, but show more clear-cut relationships to biological features of transcription initiation and are therefore likely to be more accurate.

SMORE-seq identifies mis-annotated start codons
-----------------------------------------------

We identified 222 genes with TSS downstream of their annotated ATG start codons: we refer to these as internal TSS. We defined the putative start codon of these genes as the first ATG downstream of the TSS. Of the 222 genes, 127 had a putative start codon in frame with the annotated ORF, 91 had a putative start codon out of frame with the annotated ORF and four had no start codon between the TSS and the annotated stop codon. We reexamined these 95 genes with an out of frame or no start codon and flagged 72 genes because they either had a secondary, well-represented upstream TSS that agreed with the SGD start codon, an apparently incorrect TSS call, or low, ambiguous signal that prevented a confident TSS call. The 23 genes that were not flagged were grouped with the 127 that contained an in frame start codon, and the 123 verified genes out of this combined group of 150 were used for further analysis.

Although previous studies have reported internal TSS and confirmed several by quantitative PCR (qPCR) and primer extension assays ([@gkt1366-B3],[@gkt1366-B5],[@gkt1366-B9]), the veracity of such internal TSS, which would be indicative of potentially mis-annotated protein-coding regions, has not been systematically evaluated. We evaluated whether these internal TSS were indeed the bonafide TSS by examining the propensity of such genes to have an alternative start codon downstream of the annotated start codon, evolutionary conservation, ribosome footprinting profiles, and presence of a preferred Kozak consensus sequence for translation initiation.

We observed that internal TSS genes tended to have an in-frame methionine codon just downstream of the internal TSS ([Figure 4](#gkt1366-F4){ref-type="fig"}A). For most genes, the likelihood of having an internal methionine downstream of the annotated start codon is expected to increase monotonically with increasing distance from the start codon. Indeed, all verified genes showed this expected pattern ([Figure 4](#gkt1366-F4){ref-type="fig"}B). However, internal TSS genes showed a markedly steeper increase, indicative of a higher likelihood of having another methionine shortly downstream of the annotated start codon. This distinctive behavior suggests that the internal TSS of this subset of genes could be the true TSS, with translation initiating from an internal methionine to generate a polypeptide that is truncated at the N-terminus relative to the currently annotated protein-coding sequence. Figure 4.(**A**) Example of an internal TSS downstream of the annotated start codon. Ribosome footprinting and conservation score are visualized in the UCSC Genome Browser mirror ([@gkt1366-B28],[@gkt1366-B38]). In-frame methionine codons are indicated in red within the ORF track. (**B**) Cumulative proportion of genes that have an in-frame methionine at the indicated distance from the SGD annotated start codon, for each of the indicated groups. (**C**) Seven-species yeast conservation near start codons of all verified genes according to SGD annotations (all genes), internal TSS genes according to SGD (internal TSS genes) and internal TSS genes with start codon predicted based on SMORE-seq (corrected internal TSS genes). (**D** and **E**) Ribosome profiles near start codons as predicted in (C). Ribosome-profiling data was taken from ([@gkt1366-B28]) and plotted as the average proportion of reads. (**F**) Consensus sequence upstream of the start codon of the indicated gene sets, where the start codon used was as described in (C).

Protein-coding regions of yeast genes show significantly higher evolutionary conservation than non-coding regions ([@gkt1366-B38]). To determine if this conservation could shed light on the potential usage of internal TSS, we analyzed conservation around the start codon between seven yeast species. The set of all genes showed a sharp increase in conservation downstream of the start codon. This increase in conservation was not seen in the internal TSS genes when using the SGD start codon ([Figure 4](#gkt1366-F4){ref-type="fig"}C). However, if we used the first methionine downstream of our internal S-TSS as the start codon, conservation just downstream of the start was restored for this set of genes. This data strongly suggests that the internal methionine downstream of the internal S-TSS is the true start of the protein-coding region for these genes, rather than the currently annotated start codon.

Next, we analyzed published genome-wide ribosome footprinting data to obtain experimental evidence regarding translation at either annotated or internal start codons ([@gkt1366-B28]). Ribosome footprinting measures occupancy of ribosomes along mRNAs, and has shown that there is high ribosome occupancy 12--13-nt upstream of start codons ([@gkt1366-B28]). We analyzed ribosome footprints from the previously published study in the three groups of genes described above. The set of all genes showed a strong ribosome occupancy peak 12--13-nt upstream of the start codon. This peak was largely absent near the SGD-annotated start codons of internal TSS genes ([Figure 4](#gkt1366-F4){ref-type="fig"}D), but was clearly restored when we used start codons downstream of the internal TSS predicted by SMORE-seq ([Figure 4](#gkt1366-F4){ref-type="fig"}E). This analysis provides strong evidence of the accuracy of SMORE-seq TSS coordinates and start codon predictions for internal TSS genes.

Consensus sequence analysis of the regions near annotated start codons for all genes showed strong enrichment of A residues at the --3 position relative to the ATG start codon, which is a characteristic of the Kozak consensus sequence in yeast ([@gkt1366-B41],[@gkt1366-B42]) ([Figure 4](#gkt1366-F4){ref-type="fig"}F). In contrast, enrichment of A at the --3 position was not observed for internal TSS genes, indicating that the annotated start codons are unlikely to be used for translation initiation. Strikingly, the Kozak consensus sequence was restored at the corrected, internal start codon for the internal TSS genes. Thus, start codons predicted by SMORE-seq for internal TSS genes have a more appropriate sequence context for initiation of translation than the current SGD annotations.

SMORE-seq identifies PASs
-------------------------

Visual inspection of SMORE-seq data indicated a large number of reads mapped to 3′-regions of mRNAs, near ORF stop codons ([Figure 1](#gkt1366-F1){ref-type="fig"}B and [5](#gkt1366-F5){ref-type="fig"}B). Because of the 3′ bias of these reads and their abundance in both TAP+ and TAP-- samples, we hypothesized that these reads originated from mRNA degradation products. One of the main mRNA-degradation pathways in eukaryotes starts with shortening of poly(A) tails to ∼10--15 A bases, followed by decapping and 5′--3′ exonuclease-mediated degradation ([@gkt1366-B43]). These degradation products have a 5′ phosphate that is amenable to ligation during the SMORE-seq protocol, and thus would be represented in both TAP+ and TAP-- samples. Because some of these reads would also be expected to contain the PAS, the site where the mRNA is cleaved and an untemplated stretch of A residues is added, we reasoned that these reads could be used to map PAS. Figure 5.(**A**) Strategy used to extract PAS-containing reads, those with a 3′ stretch of untemplated As, from SMORE-seq data. Reads that ended in a stretch of A residues were selected, and those that mapped to the genome only after removal of the 3′ poly(A) stretch were retained as PAS reads. (**B** and **C**) SMORE-seq reads near ORF stop codons (vertical line) before and after applying filtering described in (A). PAS reads mostly mapped just downstream of stop codons. (**D**) PAS reads in all genes sorted by ORF length and aligned by start codon (arrow), demonstrating that few PAS reads mapped within ORFs. (**E**) Occurrence of the polyadenylation efficiency element (EE) and positioning element (PE), elements utilized for PAS selection, relative to PAS identified by SMORE-seq. (**F**) Difference between SMORE-seq PAS and those identified by Ozsolak *et al.* ([@gkt1366-B14]) using Helicos NGS-based method. The inset shows the cumulative difference profile.

We used a simple but effective workflow to obtain reads representing potential PAS in our data ([Figure 5](#gkt1366-F5){ref-type="fig"}A). We first selected all reads ending in a string of As (see Materials and methods section). We then mapped these reads to the yeast genome and sorted the results into unmapped or mapped groups, with the expectation that reads with an untemplated stretch of As, representing a potential PAS, would be unmapped, whereas those reads that mapped represented a genomic poly(A) stretch and should be discarded. We then trimmed the poly(A) stretch off the unmapped reads and mapped these trimmed reads again, with the expectation that the reads that mapped after trimming represented PAS. This set of reads, which we called PAS reads, mapped almost exclusively to likely 3′-UTR regions of mRNAs ([Figure 5](#gkt1366-F5){ref-type="fig"}B, C and D), indicating that our strategy was effective in identifying PAS. This procedure yielded a total of 55 419 candidate PAS where each PAS was defined by at least two reads. In order to identify a dominant PAS for each gene, we determined the base position with the highest read stack in the PAS reads in the range from the gene's stop codon to 300-bases downstream. We were able to identify a PAS for 5277 (91%) yeast genes using this strategy. Based on SMORE-seq PAS annotations, the median and mean 3′-UTR lengths in yeast are 120 and 137 nt, respectively (*n* = 5277, [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)).

Sequence elements that contribute to PAS selection have been discovered in yeast, and although these elements are less conserved and less well-defined than in higher eukaryotes, a PE with sequence AAWAAA and an EE with sequence TAYRTA have been identified ∼10--30-nt and 25--75-nt upstream of PAS, respectively ([@gkt1366-B44]). A search for these elements in the sequences surrounding PAS as determined by SMORE-seq revealed enrichment of these sequences with expected positioning relative to PAS, indicating that SMORE-seq was successful in determining correct PAS ([Figure 5](#gkt1366-F5){ref-type="fig"}E).

PASs have been previously measured in yeast with a specialized deep-sequencing based strategy ([@gkt1366-B14]). To further verify the accuracy of SMORE-seq PAS, we compared our results to this study. In order to define PAS with single-nucleotide resolution from the published data, which reported PAS regions rather than a single base position, we downloaded their data and found the position with the highest read stack as described above (see Materials and methods section). We could identify a PAS for 5314 genes in the published data, and of these genes, 5119 also had a PAS identified by SMORE-seq. There was striking agreement between PAS identified by the two methods, with almost 80% of PAS within 30 bases and almost 800 genes showing an identical PAS between samples ([Figure 5](#gkt1366-F5){ref-type="fig"}F). Thus, SMORE-seq can accurately map both TSS and PAS from the same sequencing dataset with single-nucleotide resolution. Similar to TSS, many genes also showed alternative PAS, which were used at rates lower than the primary PAS ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)).

SMORE-seq reveals widespread bidirectional transcription initiation from yeast promoters
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We observed more than a thousand regions where reads aligning in the opposite direction of the coding strand were concentrated in a region 50--300-bp upstream of the S-TSS, indicating ncRNA transcripts resulting from bidirectional promoters. Previous studies have reported ncRNAs at bidirectional promoters only in strains deleted for genes associated with gene looping or the nuclear exosome ([@gkt1366-B6],[@gkt1366-B45]), as the directionality of transcription was thought to be tightly regulated and antisense ncRNAs rapidly degraded in WT strains. For example, the promoter-associated ncRNA at the bidirectional promoter between *OPY1* and *SHE3* was previously identified only in an *ssu72-2* mutant and therefore interpreted as arising due to disruption of a gene loop ([@gkt1366-B45]). However, this RNA was readily identifiable by SMORE-seq in a WT strain, likely due to the higher sensitivity of our method ([Figure 6](#gkt1366-F6){ref-type="fig"}A). SMORE-seq identified more than a thousand new bidirectional promoter-associated ncRNAs ([Figure 6](#gkt1366-F6){ref-type="fig"}A). Here, we refer to the antisense ncRNAs detected by SMORE-seq at promoters as bncRNAs (bidirectional ncRNAs). Figure 6.(**A**) A previously known ssu72-restricted transcript (SRT) in the promoter of *OPY1* is detected by SMORE-seq in WT cells under normal growth conditions ([@gkt1366-B45]) (top two panels). A novel antisense ncRNA that may share a bidirectional promoter with *LPT1* is shown below. (**B** and **C**) Widespread occurrence of bncRNAs (antisense ncRNAs at bidirectional promoters). Genes were clustered by K-means clustering (K = 5, repeat = 1000) of bncRNA signal in a range 300 to 50 bp upstream of TSS. Genes in the indicated tandem arrangement are shown in (B), and (C), in the divergent arrangement. Divergent genes whose TSS are closer than 300 bp are excluded in (C). The vertical line represents the TSS of downstream genes. The number of tandem genes and divergent genes in this heat map are 2401 and 1635, respectively.

In order to visualize the prevalence of bncRNAs in WT cells under normal growth conditions, we separately plotted the SMORE-seq reads aligning to each strand near promoters, split according to the orientation of two adjacent genes. The terms 'same' and 'opposite' for read directionality are defined with respect to the downstream gene, and 'tandem' and 'divergent' define the orientation of the upstream gene ([Figure 6](#gkt1366-F6){ref-type="fig"}B and C). Interestingly, opposite reads showed a strong signal 50--300-bp upstream from the S-TSS of the downstream genes ([Figure 6](#gkt1366-F6){ref-type="fig"}B). In particular, the widespread signal from opposite reads in tandem genes, where this signal is unequivocally independent from the TSS of the upstream gene, shows that products of bidirectional transcription are much more pervasive than previously appreciated in WT yeast cells.

A canonical TATA-box element suppresses bidirectional transcription
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies reporting the expression of promoter-associated ncRNAs in mutants defective in RNA processing have noted that highly expressed genes show higher levels of the promoter-associated ncRNAs ([@gkt1366-B45]). In order to assess the correlation between the bncRNAs identified by SMORE-seq and downstream gene expression, we generated heat maps showing bncRNAs with their downstream genes sorted by mRNA abundance ([@gkt1366-B46]) ([Supplementary Figure S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). The intensity of the bncRNA signal did not appear to correlate with expression of the downstream gene. The correlation coefficient between levels of bncRNAs and downstream gene expression was close to zero (Spearman rank *r* = --0.02), indicating that expression of the downstream gene is unrelated to bncRNA levels.

Mutation of the TATA-box in the *TPI1* promoter has been reported to increase antisense transcription from its bidirectional promoter ([@gkt1366-B26]). We hypothesized that the presence of a TATA-box in promoters correlates genome-wide with levels of bncRNAs. To test this hypothesis, we separated tandem genes based on whether the downstream gene contained a canonical TATA-box, then plotted reads arising from the opposite strand in a heat map ([Figure 7](#gkt1366-F7){ref-type="fig"}A). The signal from bncRNAs in TATA-box containing genes was significantly lower compared to TATA-less genes ([Figure 7](#gkt1366-F7){ref-type="fig"}B, *P* = 3.67 × 10^−7^ by Welch's *t*-test). Moreover, the proportion of TATA-containing genes was lower for genes with higher levels of bncRNA transcription ([Supplementry Figure S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). Thus, promoters lacking a canonical TATA box, or TATA-less promoters, have a higher chance of giving rise to a bidirectional ncRNA in the opposite direction. Additional evidence in favor of the TATA-box model for bncRNA transcription comes from nucleosome localization data. A well-positioned + 1 nucleosome is believed to help form the pre-initiation complex and recruit RNAPII at TATA-less promoters ([@gkt1366-B7],[@gkt1366-B47]). If bncRNA transcription used the same mechanism as normal initiation, the --1 nucleosome with respect to sense genes could act as the +1 nucleosome with respect to bncRNA, and similarly facilitate bncRNA transcription. Supporting this hypothesis, TATA-less genes, which have high bncRNA expression, have well-positioned --1 nucleosomes ([Supplementary Figure S9A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)), and the highly expressed bncRNAs have a more well-defined +1 nucleosome ([Supplementary Figure S9B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). Figure 7.(**A**) Opposite reads in tandem genes grouped by presence or absence of a canonical TATA-box in the gene's promoter. TATA-less tandem genes (*n* = 2031) show stronger bncRNA signal than TATA-box-containing tandem genes (*n* = 370). (**B**) Average proportion of reads in this window, demonstrating that TATA-less genes have higher bncRNA expression. The *P*-value for the difference in bncRNA signals between TATA (blue) and TATA-less (red) genes at --200 was 3.67 × 10^--7^ by Welch\'s *t*-test.

DISCUSSION
==========

We have shown that the high accuracy and sensitivity of mapping transcript 5′- and 3′-ends using SMORE-seq reveals more well-defined relationships of transcript ends with *cis*-elements and chromatin structure, identifies widespread bidirectional transcriptional initiation and suggests a novel role for a canonical TATA-elements in orienting transcription initiation. The singular advantage of SMORE-seq is that it can identify TSS and PAS using the same deep sequencing data derived from a single RNA-seq library, allowing the investigation of transcription initiation as well as termination/polyadenylation in the same RNA sample. Despite this gain in efficiency, SMORE-seq is also a relatively simple method. Other comparable approaches to map TSS using NGS, are generally more tedious. For example, CAGE (cap analysis of gene expression), which has been adapted for deep sequencing, is a relatively cumbersome procedure that involves biotinylated oligos and contains 18--25 major steps spread over 8--14 days to generate a sequencing library ([@gkt1366-B48]). Various NGS-based methods to map PAS have been recently utilized to map PAS ([@gkt1366-B49]). Some PAS mapping methods involve the use of specialized primers, and others require deep sequencing technologies that are not commonly available ([@gkt1366-B14],[@gkt1366-B19],[@gkt1366-B50]). While these methods map PAS with single-nucleotide resolution, they provide no data that can be used to map TSS. In contrast, SMORE-seq avoids any specialized primers and can be completed by one researcher in one day using standard reagents and deep sequencing kits. The improved efficiency of SMORE-seq will be valuable in situations where there is a limited amount of material available, such as human patient samples or microbial species that are difficult to propagate.

During preparation of this manuscript, a study using another method to simultaneously map TSS and PAS, TIF-seq, was published ([@gkt1366-B20]). SMORE-seq and TIF-seq generate complementary data, but there are a few noteworthy differences. TIF-seq simultaneously sequences the TSS and PAS of the same mRNA molecule, whereas SMORE-seq identifies TSS and PAS separately for the same population of mRNAs. The TIF-seq study provided a comprehensive catalog of all transcript ends and isoforms in yeast, but it did not provide a definitive annotation of the most prominent TSS and PAS for each gene, and therefore did not uncover the same biological insights about transcriptional regulation that we were able to with SMORE-seq. Although the two methods use a similar strategy to ligate a 5′ adapter at mRNA cap sites, TIF-seq follows this step with reverse transcription using a modified oligo(dT) primer. This may result in several potential complications: (i) efficiency of reverse transcription will be biased toward shorter RNA molecules, resulting in overrepresentation of shorter mRNAs and under-representation of longer mRNAs in final libraries, (ii) mRNAs with a high degree of secondary structure may not be efficiently reverse transcribed and therefore under-represented, (iii) mis-priming with the modified oligo(dT) primer may result in improper PAS calls and (iv) intact full-length mRNAs are likely to be rare in partially degraded RNA samples, such as those from human patient material. Points 1, 2 and 3 are addressed in SMORE-seq by direct ligation of sequencing adapters to both 5′- and 3′- ends of RNA molecules, whereas point 4 is a weakness of both methods. This weakness can be easily addressed in SMORE-seq by using ribosomal RNA depletion rather than poly(A) selection in the first step, and although the data would be noisier and contain more ncRNA signal, this could largely be addressed through deeper sequencing. Another minor weakness of the TIF-seq method is that 30 total cycles of PCR were necessary compared to just 18 cycles in SMORE-seq, likely due to the additional steps in the TIF-seq protocol. However, TIF-seq provides single-molecule data that SMORE-seq cannot. We compared transcript annotations generated by SMORE-seq with the major TSS and PAS sites identified in the TIF-seq study and found strong concordance between both methods ([Supplementary Figure S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). This study also identified a set of genes with TSS downstream of the annotated start codon, similar to what we reported ([Figure 4](#gkt1366-F4){ref-type="fig"}). There is strong and significant overlap of the two sets of genes with internal TSS genes ([Supplementary Figure S11](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt1366/-/DC1)). We believe that the existence of these complementary methods will assist researchers by allowing them to choose the one best suited to their research goals and conditions.

It is noteworthy that the dominant TSS of at least 150 genes is downstream of the annotated start codon, resulting in protein sequences that differ from SGD annotations. In 127 of these genes the start codon predicted by SMORE-seq is in frame with the annotated start codon, resulting in truncation of the encoded proteins at the N-terminus, with implications for protein function and construction of N-terminal fusion derivatives in experimental studies. For 22 genes, our predicted start codon is not in frame with the annotated start codon, resulting in either a protein with a completely different sequence or a short ORF that is unlikely to encode a functional protein. Interestingly, the TSS and predicted start codon are very close in many of these genes, which may prevent the ribosome from binding to this ATG and allowing initiation of translation at a downstream ATG that is in frame with the annotated protein. Another possibility is that these loci encode ncRNAs with regulatory, enzymatic or structural function.

The enrichment in SMORE-seq data of reads at the 3′-ends of mRNAs likely results from the sequencing of degradation products created by deadenylation and de-capping dependent 5′ to 3′ degradation. mRNA poly(A) tails are shortened to ∼10--20 A residues by the Ccr4-Caf1 deadenylase complex, followed by decapping by Dcp1-Dcp2 and 5′ to 3′ exonucleolytic degradation by Xrn1 ([@gkt1366-B43]). Although reads resulting from such degradation products might be expected to map along the entire length of the mRNAs, we propose two explanations for the observed 3′ enrichment of reads: (i) short poly(A) tails of degradation products do not support hybridization of long mRNA-degradation products to oligo(dT) beads during poly(A) selection, and/or (ii) kinetics of degradation result in accumulation of smaller degradation products. Either of these scenarios would result in the observed abundance of reads representing 3′ regions and PASs of mRNAs. Notably, the presence of these reads in almost all genes indicates that degradation of the vast majority of yeast mRNAs depends at least partially on decapping and 5′ to 3′ decay, although further experimentation will be needed to confirm this hypothesis. It is also noteworthy that other TSS-mapping methods treat RNA with a phosphatase enzyme before TAP ([@gkt1366-B11],[@gkt1366-B12]), but we were able to recover degradation intermediates used to map PAS only because we did not use phosphatase pre-treatment.

Previous studies have reported antisense ncRNAs ([@gkt1366-B6],[@gkt1366-B26]), but their transcriptional regulatory mechanisms are largely unknown. The observation that bncRNAs were detected in TAP+ samples but not in TAP-- ([Figure 6](#gkt1366-F6){ref-type="fig"}B and C) strongly indicates that they are 5′-capped. The presence of these RNAs following poly(A) selection also indicates either that these RNAs had poly(A) tails or that they were recovered via hybridization to sense transcripts during poly(A) selection. A recent study indicates that bidirectionally transcribed, promoter-associated RNAs are indeed polyadenylated in human cells ([@gkt1366-B51]), supporting the former possibility. However it is not known whether this is also true in yeast. One study suggested that highly expressed genes also show higher levels of promoter ncRNA transcription, although the evidence for this relationship was modest ([@gkt1366-B45]). Another model suggested that a TATA-box in a sense promoter could suppress antisense transcription ([@gkt1366-B26]). Since highly transcribed genes in yeast generally contain a canonical TATA-box within their promoter ([@gkt1366-B1]), these two models are contradictory. We observed no correlation between bncRNA and sense RNA abundance, but we did observe high expression of bncRNAs in TATA-less promoters of sense genes ([Figure 7](#gkt1366-F7){ref-type="fig"}), supporting the latter model. The low correlation between bncRNA and sense RNA abundance is consistent with previous studies showing that distinct pre-initiation complexes are responsible for sense and antisense transcription, and that antisense transcripts are independently regulated ([@gkt1366-B7],[@gkt1366-B52],[@gkt1366-B53]). The relationships that we observed between TATA elements, nucleosomes and bncRNAs support a model where the presence of a TATA-box strongly influences the directionality of transcription. We anticipate that the use of SMORE-seq in conjunction with other genomic assays of chromatin structure in different species and cellular states will shed new light on the genome-wide mechanisms of transcriptional control.
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